Molecular contrast OCT (MCOCT) is an extension of OCT in which specific molecular species are imaged based on their spectroscopic characteristics. In order to improve the sensitivity and specificity of MCOCT, several techniques have recently been introduced which depend upon coherent detection of inelastically scattered light from molecules of interest in a sample. These techniques include harmonic generation, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering, and several different forms of pump-probe spectroscopy. We have developed a theoretical framework to facilitate the comparison of different inelastic scattering-based contrast mechanisms for molecular contrast OCT. This framework is based upon the observation that since the noise floor is defined by the reference arm power in a shot-noise limited heterodyne detection system, the relevant comparison among the techniques is isolated to the available molecular-specific signal power. We have derived the value of the molecular contrast signal power for second harmonic generation OCT (SHOCT) and three different pump-probe OCT (PPOCT) techniques. Motivated by this analysis, we have constructed a preliminary ground state recovery pump-probe OCT system, and demonstrated its performance using rhodamine 6G as the MCOCT contrast agent.
INTRODUCTION
The genesis of molecular contrast optical coherence tomography (MCOCT) has seen the development of several techniques designed to measure molecular signatures concurrent with OCT imaging. To date linear absorption [1] , transient absorption [2] , second harmonic generation [3, 4] , and coherent anti-Stokes Raman [5] spectroscopies have been demonstrated for MCOCT( see Figure 1 for examples). However, no theoretical or quantitative comparison of the expected signal to noise ratio (SNR) among these different spectroscopies has yet appeared. At this early stage, it is imperative that this comparison be made in order to identify the most promising techniques with the potential to maximize the impact of MCOCT on imaging science. To this end, we have developed a theoretical framework upon which these different techniques may be compared.
The traditional division of spectroscopic techniques into "dark" and "bright" field, based on whether the noise floor is defined by the signal power or some other strong field, is not apropos for the discussion of MCOCT SNR. This is the case because in a shot noise limited OCT system, the noise floor is always defined by the strong local oscillator. For this reason, all MCOCT techniques are bright field. Hence all MCOCT techniques are on equal footing with respect to the noise term in the SNR. One minor exception to this rule is the special case where two independent measurements must be performed in order to obtain the MCOCT image, such as in our previous demonstration of phytochrome- Symbols; σ absorption cross-section, l absorption pathlength, N 1 0 ground state population, λ pu pump wavelength, τ pump pulse duration, f 0 pulse frequncy, P pu pump power, and r focal spot radius. For the SNR we assumed a 200 fs, 72 MHz laser with 10 mW of power incident on the sample. We have also assumed a system with responsivity of 0.6 A/W, time constant 1 ms, a pathlength of 15 µm, and a focal spot radius of 3.2 µm. The sample systems consisted of: for SHOCT, pure collagen; for PPOCT, rhodamine 6G with 100µM concentration.
based MCOCT [6] . In this case, the SNR is further reduced by 2 since the noise is given by the statistical sum of the noise from each measurement.
The signal to noise ratio of a Fourier domain OCT system is given by
where S OCT is the OCT signal, σ sn is the standard deviation of the shot noise, ρ is the detector responsivity, R s is the sample reflectivity, P s is the power incident on the sample, ∆t is the integration time, and e is the electron charge. [7] This equation can fairly simply be rewritten for the molecular contrast power to get for referenced and non-referenced MCOCT signals, respectively. P MCOCT is the heterodyne signal power of the molecular contrast signal.
RESULTS

Theoretical evaluation of the signal to noise ratio
As a first example, we derive P MCOCT for second harmonic OCT (SHOCT) [3] [4] [5] . The power in the second harmonic is given by;
, where a is a function of the spatial profile, temporal profile, and focusing of the laser beam and P 1ω is the power in the fundamental. The P MCOCT is then simple P MCOCT =aP 1ω 2 . Since SHOCT has been demonstrated experimentally using both nonlinear crystals [3] [4] [5] as well as in real tissue samples [3, 4] , we may compare this result to experimental measurements. Combining equations 1 and 2 along with our expression for P MCOCT we find that the measured SNR of the fundamental should be equal to the second harmonic SNR divided by aP ω1 . This was shown to be true experimentally in reference [3] , where the authors simultaneously measured the SNR of the fundamental and second harmonic signals. In this case, the measured SNR OCT =114 dB and SNR MCOCT / aP ω1 =113 dB, where the 1 dB discrepancy was easily explained by the difference in the detector responsivity from 1060 nm to 530 nm. The quadratic dependence of SNR MCOCT on the power of the fundamental was also demonstrated in references [3] [4] [5] , thereby verifying the fundamental equation from which the MCOCT power was derived .
As a second example, pump-probe OCT (PPOCT) encompasses a class of techniques in which the OCT light serves as a probe beam tuned to a molecular resonance of interest whose population is modulated by a separate pump beam (Fig. 2) . As a coherent analog of fluorescence, PPOCT has the potential to be utilized in much the same way that fluorescence microscopy is utilized today. Since PPOCT exploits the same fundamental molecular property, linear absorption, as fluorescence microscopy, functional extensions such as FRAP and FRET are also amenable to PPOCT. In addition, one may also tap into the vast experience developed over decades in molecular spectroscopy to gather molecular dynamics information from pump-probe experiments; e. g. excited state lifetimes, quantum yields, and vibrational energies. For pump-probe OCT, the derivation of P MCOCT requires explicitly tracking the population changes in the states utilized in the pump-probe scheme. Here, we consider the three most prominent two-photon pump-probe schemes depicted in Figure 2 . Higher order pump-probe schemes require multiple spontaneous processes, which will invariably lead to significant losses in the efficiency. Scheme 1 is the standard pump probe experiment, where the pump excites molecules from state 1 into state 2 and the probe interrogates the population of state 2 by monitoring the transient absorption from state 2 to state 4. Scheme 2 is a ground state recovery pump-probe approach in which the pump excites molecules from state 1 to state 2, and the probe interrogates the population of state 1 by monitoring the transient bleaching of the 1-2 transition. Scheme 3 is similar to scheme 1, except that a curve crossing in the excited state transfers population from state 2 to state 3 and the population of state 3 is monitored with the 3-5 transition. The efficiency of the curve crossing is given by the quantum efficiency, q 2,3 . Scheme 3 is the technique utilized in the first demonstration of PPOCT in methylene blue. In methylene blue the transition from state 2 to state 3 was a spin forbidden singlet-triplet transition. Table 1 lists the expressions for P MCOCT we have derived for the three pump-probe schemes noted above, as well as for SHOCT. Since P MCOCT differs for these three schemes only by the physical constants σ 1, σ 2 , σ 3 , and q 2,3 , in order to determine which scheme has the best SNR, we must estimate the values of these constants. The quantum efficiency, q 2,3 , is always less than one, and is typically in the range of 10 -3 -10 -5
. For ICG [8] and rhodamine 6G [9] the singlet-triplet quantum efficiencies are 2x10 -6 and 8x10 -3 , respectively. Hence scheme 3 will in general have 3-5 orders of magnitude worse SNR compared to schemes 1 and 2. Typically, excited state absorption cross-sections are smaller than ground state absorption cross-sections. For instance in rhodamine 6G σ 1 =1.50x10 [10] Hence, from an SNR standpoint, scheme 2 is slightly better than scheme 1. From a practical standpoint, scheme 2 only requires a single laser which obviates the need to synchronize two laser systems. Additionally, scheme 2 only requires knowledge of the absorption cross-section and wavelength of the 1-2 transition, which are typically available for standard molecular contrast agents.
Column 3 in Table 1 gives expected SNR for SHOCT and the three PPOCT techniques discussed here, under the conditions noted in the caption. For SHOCT we consider a pure collagen sample as characterized in reference [11] . Note that the SNR value for pure collagen should be considered an upper value for several reasons. No biological sample is pure collagen. We have not explicitly considered the losses due to destructive interference between second harmonic light generated at different points in the tissue. We have implicitly assumed that the laser polarization is aligned with the molecular hyperpolarizability, thereby providing the maximum second harmonic response. For the PPOCT techniques we consider rhodamine 6G via each scheme. Clearly from table 1 gsrPPOCT is has the best predicted SNR of all of the techniques considered, by a significant margin. As predicted with the order of magnitude arguments above, the SNR for the 3 PPOCT schemes goes as scheme 2> scheme 1> scheme 3. The development of gsrPPOCT has the potential to allow MCOCT imaging with a number of common molecular contrast agents, including the transfectable proteins like DsRed.
There is also the potential to utilize infrared absorbing contrast agents which cannot be used for fluorescence microscopy due to their poor fluorescence quantum yields.
Optical setup and testing of ground state recovery PPOCT
Based on this analysis, we have constructed a ground state recovery PPOCT system illustrated in Fig. 3 . For an initial demonstration, we have chosen rhodamine 6G as the contrast agent, using a frequency-doubled 100fs Nd:Glass laser pulse for both the pump and probe fields. Although the pump-probe wavelength of 530 nm is unfavorable for OCT imaging, it does facilitate a direct comparison with fluorescence microscopy. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The system is a standard time-domain free space OCT setup, with additional elements to accommodate the pump beam. The pump beam is split off at BS1. The pump is amplitude modulated at 20 kHz with an electro-optic modulator, and its polarization is rotated by π/2. The pump is then delayed by an entire cycle of the laser (to ensure incoherence with the probe beam) and recombined via a polarizing beam splitter with the sample arm of the interferometer. The delay between the pump and probe is maintained at several hundred picoseconds. The MCOCT signal is detected by lock-in demodulation of the signal at the difference frequency of the Doppler shift and pump modulation frequency. The SNR OCT of the system was measured to be 87 dB, 6 dB less than the shot noise limit for the sample arm power of 120 µW and acquisition bandwidth of 33 kHz. Using a sample consisting of a 58 µM aqueous solution of rhodamine 6G, sandwiched with a pathlength of 780 µm, between a microscope cover slip and a mirror, we measured an SNR MCOCT of 56 dB, with a pump power of 3.35 mW. The SNR MCOCT predicted for these experimental conditions based on the contents of Table 1 was 61 dB. Figure 4 is a plot of probe power (sample arm power) vs. SNR for gsrPPOCT obtained using the rhodamine setup. For reference, the same plot is provided for SHOCT. As can be seen from the plot and as the theory predicts, the SNR of gsrPPOCT varies linearly with the probe power. In comparison, the SNR for SHOCT varies as the square of the fundamental power (sample arm power).
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have developed a theoretical framework upon which to compare different molecular contrast techniques for MCOCT. Using this framework, we have derived the expected SNR for three different pump-probe schemes and found the ground state recovery PPOCT scheme to have superior SNR to the other two schemes considered. Based on this analysis, we have constructed a ground state recovery PPOCT system and begun the process of testing and refining the optical setup.
